Woz U Credit Recommendation Guide

The following Certifications from Woz U have been evaluated by the College of Business and Information Technology to potentially fulfill Lower and Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives or Courses within the Required Course of Study for the BSIT 10 undergraduate program. To be eligible to receive any of the credits recommended below, students will need to submit a UOP course waiver form and proof of completion. Acceptable proof of completion is an official certificate of completion from Woz U indicating the courses the student completed.

**Woz U coursework eligible to satisfy BSIT v10 Required Course of Study Coursework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Woz U Apprenticeship/Pre-Apprenticeship</th>
<th>UOPX Coursework Satisfied or Waived</th>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| BSIT    | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - Network Support Specialist | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals  
CYB/100 Cyber Domain  
CYB/110 Foundations of Security  
CYB/205 Infrastructure Administration | LD      | 12 LD   |
| BSIT    | Woz U Apprenticeship - Network Support Specialist | NTC/362 Fundamentals of Networking  
6 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives  
9 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | LD/UD   | 6 LD  
12 UD |
| BSIT    | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - End User Computing | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals  
CYB/100 Cyber Domain  
CYB/110 Foundations of Security  
CYB/205 Infrastructure Administration  
NTC/362 Fundamentals of Networking | LD/UD   | 12 LD  
3 UD |
| BSIT    | Woz U Apprenticeship - End User Computing | 6 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives  
6 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | LD      | 6 LD   |
| BSIT    | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - Application Support | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals  
PRG/211 Algorithms and Logic for Computer Programming  
CYB/130 Object-Oriented Scripting Language  
DAT/210 Data Programming Languages  
DAT/305 Data Structures for Problem Solving | LD/UD   | 12 LD  
3 UD |
| BSIT | Woz U  Apprenticeship - Application Support | 6 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives 9 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | LD/UD | 6 LD 9 UD |
| BSIT | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - Application Developer .NET | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals PRG/211 Algorithms and Logic for Computer Programming CYB/130 Object-Oriented Scripting Language CYB/205 Infrastructure Administration DAT/210 Data Programming Languages and 6 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | LD | 21 LD |
| BSIT | Woz U Apprenticeship - Application Developer .NET | 9 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | UD | 9 UD |
| BSIT | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - Application Developer Java | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals PRG/211 Algorithms and Logic for Computer Programming CYB/130 Object-Oriented Scripting Language CYB/205 Infrastructure Administration DAT/210 Data Programming Languages and 6 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | LD | 21 LD |
| BSIT | Woz U Apprenticeship - Application Developer Java | 9 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | UD | 9 UD |
| BSIT | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - Cyber Security | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals CYB/100 Cyber Domain CYB/110 Foundations of Security CYB/205 Infrastructure Administration 6 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | LD | 18 LD |
| BSIT | Woz U Apprenticeship - Cyber Security | 9 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | UD | 9 UD |
| BSIT | Woz U Apprenticeship - Infrastructure | 6 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | UD | 6 UD |
| BSIT      | Woz U Pre-Apprenticeship - Testing | CIS/207 Information Systems Fundamentals  
PRG/211 Algorithms and Logic for Computer Programming  
DAT/210 Data Programming Languages  
BSA/375 Fundamentals of Business Systems Development  
6.0 Lower Division Information Systems and Technology Electives  
3.0 Lower Division Electives | LD & UD | 18 LD  
3 UD |
| BSIT      | Woz U Apprenticeship - Testing    | BSA/385 Intro to Software Engineering  
6.0 Upper Division Information Systems and Technology Electives | UD | 9 UD |
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